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ONE GOOD TURN
By Connie Wolfe
Mr. Lennahan crumbled a chunk of
black plug in his hands, pulled a clay
stub from his hat band, filled it, and
struck a match. He stood in the quiet
yards mentally debating his problem. Of
course it wasn't every day that one of the
fellows in the shop got married, and he
knew from past experience that a "farewell party" offered both jolly company
and ample refreshments. Still, he would
be taking quite a chance; after all, Chuck
was pretty much of an expert. Expert.
Indeed, that's exactly the way Chuck described himself.
Well, maybe he was, but even the best
of experts have to miss sometime. Mr.
Lennahan was certain of it, and when
Chuck did miss, that would be a fine one!
But about tonight, maybe he should go,
after all he was foreman and it might not
look right if he didn't show up—No, no
by the staff of St. Patrick, he'd kept steady
vigil for the last three months and each
night the odds were getting better; no,
he'd not take such a chance, the risk was
too great!
The decision made, Mr. Lennahan bit
down on the clay stem and started out the
gravel driveway toward the "Chuck Wagon" and supper.
"Tim, Ah Tim, hold up a minute!"
Mr. Lennahan stopped, he hadn't
counted on any questions until the next
morning.
"Have you forgotten, Tim? The boys
are all waitin' for you."
"No, Dan, Oi haven't, but there's—"
No use trying to explain, nobody'd understand anyway. Sorry, Danny Boy, but m'
back's been botherin' me and Oi want to
get out of this damp air."
"It don't seem damp to me, and since
when did you start havin' aches in yer
back ?"
"It's damp to me, and if Oi say m'
back's hurtin', who are you to stand there
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and tell me it ain't? Oi'll be gettin' along
now, good night to you, Daniel !" He
rammed his hands into his pockets and
continued on out to the street.
"You needn't be such a sore-head, Oi
was only asking, hey, Lennahan, come
back, everybody's waitin' !"
"It's gettin' so a man can't call his
soul his own around that bunch of nosey
old—, ah, what difference does it make?"
Mr. Lennahan thought and promptly
cleared his mind for the evening's sport.
Mr. Lennahan had tried to figure out
just why he should be so fascinated by
the way Chuck fliped hamburgers, but
he couldn't. He started out merely having admiration for the younger man's
skill, until one evening the question
popped into his mind, "What if Chuck
should do something wrong? What if
he should miss?" It was shortly after
that he had asked Chuck himself about it.
"Miss? No sir, I never miss ! Guess
I've just become an expert at this sort
of thing."
Mr. Lennahan had since given the matter a great deal of consideration and had
come to the conclusion that one night a
wonderful thing would happen, and he
intended to be on hand when it did. He
smiled to himself as he walked through
the empty street.
"That hamburger is going to land in
the wrong place sometime and then where
will The Expert's cockyness be? Oh,
there'll be onion all over the floor; the
meat will probably slide half way back
to the kitchen, and who knows where the
bun will land?" The fact that Chuck
might miss when Mr. Lenahan was not
there, did not even cross his mind.
He was still entertaining himself with
the idea when he stopped outside the
"Chuck Wagon". He gently tapped out
the pipe's ashes and stuck it back in his
hat band.
As soon as he opened the door Chuck
called to him.
"Hi, Mr. Lennahan, come on in."
"Good even' to yourself, Chuck, and
might a workin' man get a cup of coffee
in this establishment?"
"Sure thing, get it for you in a second."
Mr. Lennahan was a welcome customer,
always pleasant, and not finicky like some.
He took his regular stool toward the back
which afforded a good view of the grill.
"You want a hamburger with that
coffee, Mr. Lennahan ?"
"That Oi do, better give me two." Mr.

Lennahan watched closely as Chuck maneuvered the neat rows of hamburgers. He
had sprinkled the grill first with onions
and then put the meat on. He sliced a
bun and laid the bottom half upside-down
on the meat. The top perched securely
on the whole thing. When done, Chuck
pushed them to the back where they were
kept warm.
He was making up an order to go out,
scooping up the hamburgers, flipping
them about four inches in the air where
they turned over and plumped down on
the cutting board to be completed with
a pickle and some mustard. Mr. Lennahan watched as one after another somersaulted and fell precisely on the appointed spot. Amazing! Simply amazing!
Mr. Lennahan was lost in concentration.
It was sheer beauty. He enjoyed Chuck's
perfection, knowing that each beautifully
executed turn brought him nearer to the
inevitable disaster.
"Hy, Bill, come out and fix up two
hamburgers and a coffee. No use you
waiting, Mr. Lennahan, Bill will take
care of you. He'll be takin' care of everything in another week, I'm being transferred to our Morgen Street place."
"You can't leave us Chuck! Why, there
just ain't anybody can fix hamburgers like
you!" Mr. Lennahan's concern was more
genuine than even Chuck could imagine.
If he was ever to know the end of his obsession, it would have to come soon.
Bill drew the coffee and slid it over to
him along with a small container of cream
which Mr. Lennahan ignored.
"Ah, this Bill, here is a good worker.
He'll catch on to everything before I go,
and you won't even miss me."
Bill enjoyed the older man's appraisal
and stepped to the grill with renewed enthusiasm. Mr. Lennahan was not so
cheerful.
"And you say you'll only be here another week ?"
"Yep, that's all." Chuck majestically
hurled the last hamburger into the air, to
Mr. Lennahan's utter delight, and then
moved over to the pie case. "Bill, Mr.
Lennahan's go all the way with plenty of
pickle. Say, I hear one of your men's
getting married tomorrow."
"That there is, Michael Meahan, a fine
lad." Mr. Lennahan started to drink his
coffee, but it was still too hot.
"Who's he marrying?" some one asked
a few stools away.
"Mary Catherine Dellin", Mr. Lennahan answered with little interest. His
future was bleakly over-cast.
"Mary Catherin Dellin, eh? Her sister
lives right next door to us, but we all
thought that . . . . "
"Oh my gosh !"
The entire company turned to see Bill
(Continued on page 20)

ESSAY ON
POPULATION
By Fred Arnold, Jr.
Upon analyzing the physical character
of nations and in comparing the component factors which constitute a so-called
"progressive" country, one finds that there
is one outstanding aspect common to all
—population. We cannot question that
it has been very obviously sensational in
its effect on world development, since,
although it is a relatively new institution,
it has notably changed the course of
events; and during its brief existence
upon the earth it has made immeasurably
more history than the millions of years
preceding its introduction. However, as
well as having beneficial results, population has proven to be the instigator of
the worlds most violent disasters, the
source of the most enigmatic complications; and the question of whether its
virtue has exceeded its vice or its vice its
virtue or vice versa has become a momentous problem to which the modern world
cannot fail but turn its attentions. But
however complex this problem may be,
among the greatest intellectuals of the
present day, the question may be resolved
into two fundamental opinions:
1. We should abolish population.
2. We should keep population.
To pursue the first line of action will
necessitate a concentration of energy in a
world-wide program of mass suicide
under governmental supervision but at
practically no expense. The result will
be a country without population, which
has certain peculiar advantages. There
are no wars, no labor disputes, no taxes,
no famines, no housing shortages; in fact
there is only one major disadvantage—a
high degree of unemployment; but this
will hardly be noticed, as there are no
people either.
A brilliant proposal made by two delegates to the National Undertakers' Convention was to send ambassadors to an

unpopulated country to study the conditions there in preparation for converting
America to the theory of unpopulationism ;
but the measure having been defeated in
the Senate by a three-thirds majority, the
originators of the plan took it upon themselves to make an expedition into Eastern
Nemovaria, a remote province of Indonesia, equipped with notebooks and wellsharpened pencils. But because of the
fact that Ward 52 at Belleview refuses to
release any official information, the outcome of their venture has never been
known. Some feel certain that it was a
failure, claiming that the instant the delegates entered the land it acquired a population of two; it was therefore populated
and there was nothing to study. Others
may argue that these two would not be
considered as part of the population, but
merely as foreign ambassadors for the
purpose of inspection. We do know,
through reliable sources, that there are
fewer divorces in countries without population. Race riots are also reduced to
a minimum; in fact there are no races.
There are no anything.
If we accept alternative number two,
we are faced with suicide, murder, theft,
price control, wage control, rent control,
international disputes, getting water on
the leaves of African violets, and, in
short, all the major and minor problems
facing humanity today; for to whatever
we may attribute our morbid state of
affairs, actually they may be resolved into
one general cause—population.
In a recent survey, the question was
asked of the average American flagpolesitter: "What do you think of America's
retaining its status quo?" to which he replied, "Status who?" This can hardly
be considered a representative cross-section of the American viewpoint, but it
does indicate certain tendencies which
could be utilized as an opening for stimulating the growth of the Non-populationist party in this country.
But in spite of its obvious disadvantages, population as a national institution
is gaining widespread acceptance throughout the better countries of the world. It

MATE
By Doris Chapman
Totality,
All that has been
And will be
Is now
Between US.
I start and stiffen
At what I see
When he
Holds me
Lovey-dovey:
Then and then
And now and now
And on and on
Ever
Forever.
We were
Always.
We are
Always.
Were we
Together ?
What I see is
Together.
Let the latent savage leap.
No, he says, swimming in murky milk.
He does not know
I was the serpent in Eden,
I was the witch of Endor,
A jungle-prowling tigress,
Now a woman.
seems that the vote of the majority will
be in favor of a continuation of the organization with liberal subsidies granted
to census-takers. A policy of laissezfaire will alleviate the necessity of pursuing radical extermination methods ; in
fact, the danger of over-population is just
as remote as that of un-population, for
as long as there is any degree of plurality
among the human inhabitants of this
terrestial globe, their persistent insidious
efforts to get rid of one another are so
cleverly devised and timed that a fairly
unobtrusive medium is maintained.

(
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Two Heads Are
Better than None
By 'David Nelson
I'll tell you before you start readin'
this, you're not gonna believe it, so you
can quit right now if you want to. But
it's true, every word of it. I know it's
so, 'cause I saw it with my own eyes.
Craziest thing ya ever saw, this guy I'm
gonna tell ya"bout. He had two heads.
Honest. Beatin'est thing in the world.
An' I mean on one body. Two heads,
both of 'em the same size. Looked just
alike, too.
Now, I'm not tellin' his last name for
two good reasons. One's that I wouldn'
wanta embarrass his family an' besides I
can't spell it. That kid had a name that'd
stand out even on a Noder Dame football
team. I do remember tho that his last
name had fifteen letters. His first names
was Hilton and Milton. Hilton was the
head on the left side and Milton was the
other'n. I went to school with both of
'em.
The first day Hilton and Milton come
to our school, everybody thot it was just
a prank somebody was pullin'. In fact
one boy got the stew slapped out of him
for tryin' to pull one of the heads off.
He thot it was a prank too. Boy, did them
two lam inta that kid when he yanked
Milton's head. Milton hit 'im with the
right hand and Hilton hit 'im with the
left. Between 'em they almost flattened
his head.
Purty soon everybody got useta Hilton
and Milton tho and didn' pay no paticilar
attention. It was just when some stranger
come to our school and ast about it that
we paid any paticilar attention to them.
As I remember Hilton was the smartest'n. He was real smart in arithmetic
and science. Milton was purty good in
histry. I remember in histry class one day
they got in a argyment over the election.
Milton was a Democrat and Hilton was
a Republican. As I recall them two heads
just set there and looked at each other
like two bulldogs and went at it hot and
heavy all histry period. By the time the
class was over their faces was red as fire
and they was leanin' agin one another
gaspin' for breath. I never seen two boys
so tired. I bet when them boys got votin'
age they had a hard time of it. Milton
usually won out tho, so I guess they voted
Democrat.
Them boys had a real system for gettin'
homework. They both had to turn in
papers, so Hilton'd take the arithmetic
and science and dash it off with the left
hand while Milton and the right hand got
the histry and english. Then thy'ed swap
(4)

papers and one'd copy what the other had
wrote down.
One day on a science test Hilton told
the teacher that Milton was copyin' off'n
him. The teacher told Milt he'd hafta
leave the room, but Hilton protested and
she tore up Milt's paper. Boy, when them
two got outside was Hilton mad! He
cussed Hilton for a blue streak. Hilton
didn' cuss, but he got so mad he spit in
Milt's face. That started it. Them two
heads rared back and spit in each other's
faces till they was both nearly almost
drownded. Us boys had to give 'em artificial perspiration before it'us over.
I guess the most intrestin' thing to
watch them boys do was play ping pong.
They played with two padels and hit everthing fourhand, nothin' backhand. Hilt
hit all that was on the left and Milt hit
what come to the right. They beat ever-body at our school. One guy said he
druther rassle a otcopus than play them
boys in ping pong. That got to be quite
a joak with us. None of us had never
seen a otcopus, but we had seen pitures of
one and we new what he ment.
If the right hand mist a slam Hilton'd
razz Milt about it and if the left hand
mist Milt'd cuss. Us boys was aluz argyin' over which was the best ping pong
player, Hilt or Milt. Even Hilton and
Milton argyed about it and sometimes
they'd bounce the ball from side to side
between the left and right hand and try
to get it bye one another. Craziest thing
ya ever saw. We tried to figger out some
way for Hilton and Milton to play each
other and settel it oncet and for all but
we finally give it up. I don't think it
woulda been much good noway. Neither
one of 'em couldn't hit a backhand. Personally I think Milton was better tho.
The reason why I was so intrested in
their ping pong is because I wanted to
beat them so bad. They was champeens
at our school and I couldn't never beat
them, no madder how hard I tried. It
got to be a obsession with me to beat
Hitlon and Milton at ping pong. Harry
Jones says to me one day, "Rathead,"—
that's what they call me, Rathead—"Rathead," he says, "you takin' this ping pong
too serious. You gonna let it drive you
knuts."
"No," I says, "I'm not gonna let it
drive me knuts. I know what I'm doin'."
The next time I played Hilt and Milt
I was hot. They wasn't too bad that day,
but I was really on. We got right up to
the end with me ahead 19-18. Then they
make three strates and beat me 21-19.
The next thing I no I bust out cryin' and
Harry Jones is sayin', "Rathead, I told
you you was gonna let ping pong drive
you knuts."
"I'm not knuts," I screamed.
Then they brot me up here. And you

no to this day ever' time I tell anybody
about the two-headed boy they laff at me
and say I'm knuts. And you think I'm
knuts too, don't you. You don't ? You
mean to say you believe me? Well, you're
the first one's believed me. Say, by the
way, has your winda got bars on it, too?

ALL FOR A
DRINK
By Fairchild Gill
It was at a busy rooming house that I
met Cliff Roberts in a tale told by his
great-great grandson, a senile man with a
scintillating expression. I was so amused
and fascinated by the narrative, that I
must reiterate it for you.
Many years ago I graduated from a
school in Boston. I began working for
a large surveying company. The boss
assigned several men the job of surveying and mapping the eastern border of
Tennessee. Although I was a novice, I
was sent on the trip. A long trip through
the Appalachians was ahead; we surmised
that a journey through such a sparsely
settled wilderness would be dull ; but,
luckily, our apprehensions were wrong.
Our crew left about the middle of June.
Joe and I were the surveyors. Even
though I had all the necessary training
and implements for the job, he had the
•experience. Our cartographer was a quiet
man, content with his graph paper and
pencils. Somewhere in Virginia we
picked up a guide, Casper. He rode a
droopy-eared mare and entertained the
gang with his silly jingles. There were
two younger boys, linesmen. They measured distances, placed markers, and
helped carry the equipment.
We had been travelling for many days,
when Joe and I scouted ahead to find a
camping place for our first night in the
Tennessee hills. While searching along
a stream, we found the strangest contraption of pans and pipes. They seemed
so odd to me, a city boy, that I asked,
"Joe, what can that be? I never saw giything like that before."
Before he could answer, a funny old
man stepped from behind the thing and
pointed a gun at us. I was so scared I
couldn't even run. "Hey, Joe," I yelled,
"tell him to drop that thing! I don't
want any bullet holes in my hide."
The old timer just looked at us and
finally drawled "What you fellers doin'
hyear ?"
"Well we were just hunting a place
to stay the night," Joe answered. "Our
(Continued on next page)

ATUMNAL
RHAPSODY
By Ambrose Alexauder
The drizzling rains stopped. A few dizzy drops
Careened crazily against the chilling glass
Of a darkened window from numbed tree-tops.
A single leaf sailed silently to grass—
The wet and clinging grass—which lay below;
A sole bat bounded from the garden pass,
Near the window, into misty moonglow.
The lush firelight flooded across the floor
And tinted a young woman in rich red,
As over she leaned and seemed to outpour
Her soul on the lips of a dark-haired head.
Unclasping from their close embrace, the two
Stared long into red-yellow coals; instead
Of speech, they watched the fire blue smoke imbue.
Click! went the lamp. "I should go now," he said.
"Oh, not so soon!" she cried, turning her head
To him from where she sat upon the floor.
Pensive, apprehensive, he watched the door
And sighed, "I always fear someone will come,
Will think—" "Oh no, darling! Don't be so glum.
Besides, who would note anything of your
Being here? Who would whisper an amour
Of you and me?" "You're right . . . . I only wish,
Though, that I could have married you . . . . " "Oh, pish!
No more: Harry returns within two days,
And then—again—life will become a maze."
She flushed at her last phrase: Arising, she
Strode swiftly to the window and gently
Added, to soothe her lover's troubled mind,
"Remember when the moon was a green rind
Of cheese to us? I think I recall, too,
How years ago—under such a moon—you
And I slipped out on Hallowe'en to steal
party is here to survey the border."
"Since you ain't aimin' to rob my
still---"
"Still?" I blurted. "What's that?"
"You don't know what a still is?"
"I'm afraid I don't."
"Well, son, I reckon I'll have to tell
you," he began as he loosed his grip on
the rusty gun. "In these parts we make
whiskey in there in a still. Usually we gits
away offen from preacher men. Mostly it
is by a stream.
"We takes a little corn mash and brews
it up good. When it is al ready we takes
off the likker and puts it in these jugs.
Here, have a swig."
Joe and I tasted the strange brew. It
fort of disolved our tonsils the first time.
the second taste was much more palatable.
"Say, Cliff, you go get the others back up
the trail while I convince this old timer
to let us stay here."

A pumpkin from old Sims: How we took heel
When we saw him with a gun! A scarecrow
And broom we found out later—but moonglow
Did something to us even then." He made
No reply but left her clutching the shade.
Alone.
Alone with
His thoughts again.
The greenish moon
Cast an irridescence
Upon the fine mist of the night.
Stripped trees stretched
With barren boughs, with stark bare barks.
The first wintry gusts
Shivered along the deserted park,
Rolling damp leaves into small heaps,
Reclusive among the benches.
With heavy thud-thud
Of leather soles on cold pavement
He walked—and walked—and walked—and walked—
Then stopped.
He leaned against an icy rail
And scratched a match in the frosty silence
And watched the wisps wind upward
To mingle with silvery, shimmering rays,
Which slid through mists of midnight,
Which shone upon glimmering steel in the moonlight
Morning broke cold and clear, exceeding cold
And clear; but newsboys puffed comfortably
Along, and milkmen clanged from door to door,
And cheery smoke circled from each housetop.
As yet no one has crossed the park. Empty
It is; that is, empty save one: save one
Who lies near the pond's crusted edge, who seems
To sleep warm in frozen blood. Ay! so cold,
So clear is it here in the park that one
Almost fancies a dim echo resounds
Across the pond—If only I could love
You as I should love my sister—and dies.

I soon returned with the rest of the
party at my heels. They too wanted some
of this "likker." All night we drank
around the fire. We did very little sleeping.
The next morning, since we were so
powerfully influenced by the drink, we
surveyed to the next still without any
trouble. This practice prevailed for
weeks. One or two of us would scout
ahead for a the still; the rest would follow shortly.
Soon the cartographer had a very wiggly line down his page. It didn't look
right; but it was fun, and nobody regretted it. Then one morning gloom
struck us. There were no more stills!
Our morale was at the bottom for lack
of spirits.
Four days later, I finally set up my
transit and began to plot a line. Miles
away on a far distant monutain I spied

what we had been waiting for. The
linesmen wasted little time placing the
markers. The cartographer drew a long
straight line down the graph. We followed this as rapidly as we were able.
That, my boy, is why the eastern border
of Tennessee is so crooked for many miles
and then shoots out in a straight line.

The Vision
—Alice Newell.
Love led me to a sea of fire
Where many souls, who died of love
Tormented still by quick desire
Within the flame did rave and move,
Then led me to a field of ice
Where loveless souls, all semblance set
In fetters crystalline, precise
Lie frozen in their cold regret.
(5)

THE SPIRIT, INDEED
By Doris Chapman
A Purple Garter Story
She was last to leave the darkened
building, and the other late workers were
gone into the night. The usually busy
street was oddly empty as Martha stepped
-out the mill gate and walked hurriedly
down town to the nearest bus stop.
In the suspended hush of the mid-city
she found the clear spring night oppressively exhilirating. Full moon shimmered
in three dimensional perfection and many
tiny stars glittered in soft space just above
the tops of tall buildings. Up there
everything looked peaceful and eternally
peaceful. Night sang and hit her with
silver notes that sank in, but were rebuffed by weariness, weariness that flowed
through her bones with shattering force
and spilled and filled clear night with
horrible grey something that chained her
feet to the pavement with the futility of it
all. But she walked on, gaining as she
walked a strange weary exuberance, until
it seemed that if she walked long enough
and far enough she would walk right
off the earth into eternal space.
She did not walk far, really. Four
blocks, and there at the usual corner she
stopped to wait for the bus. Across the
street Roman numerals on a giant clock,
that with a round face atop a tall pole resembled a lollipop of uninviting drab
color, indicated five minutes after eleven.
It was ten minutes yet until a bus would
come. Leaning against the plate glass
window of a dress shop, Martha closed
her eyes, but they would not stay closed,
though they itched with sleepiness.
She turned to look into the shop window and was repelled by the triviality of
things. Looking far down the street she
saw the curved line of lights marking
Sixth Avenue bridge. The lights were
bright and mocking she thought. Their
artificial glare attracted attention from the
truth beneath the bridge, truth, the river,
fluxing, flowing, dark stream of silent relief. She measured her distance from the
bridge. It was too far to walk. If she
walked that distance, stupored love of life
would be revived; she would stand and
look at shimering pools of reflected light
and not see the river. If only the river
were here before her, if the street were,
in truth, the river.
A bus, the one for which she was waiting, shuddered to a stop at the next corner. She turned and watched it start
again and inch its way slowly toward her.
In her room, a narrow, shabby room,
(6)

Martha winced at the disorder the sickly
yellow electric light revealed. Books,
notebooks and papers lay scattered over
all surfaces. The bed was as she had left
it sixteen hours earlier, wilted sheets
crumpled and twisted. Beside the bed
the frayed edge of a dingy curtain swayed
slightly at the one window of the room,
a long window that framed a view of
roof tops and chimneys of various sizes
and shapes. Martha stretched out across
the bed as she was, grimy with the lint
of the factory, and closed her eyes, but
they would not stay closed; almost of
itself her body pulled up to a sitting
position.
Later, bathed and dressed in faded cotton pajamas, she straightened the bed and
lay down again, this time holding a volume of Shakespeare. There would be an
examination first period tomorrow, and
she had read only the first act of "All's
Well That Ends Well." Halfway through
the second act the words seemed to fade
from the page. She tried to focus her
attention on the play, but it was if a
switch had been turned and her mind
would not connect with the printed
words. She turned off the light and lay
looking out the window at moon dewed
roof tops and chimneys. Immense intangible verities, more real than words,
more real than red brick chimneys, hovered just beyond reach, just beyond sight,
white incorporeal hands extended, shadowy froms pleading to be dragged into
existence. Physically and mentally tense,
she lay still, but reached out, out, far, far
out.
The slender leafed hand of a gaunt
tree stirred faintly on the other side of the
frayed curtain. Slowly, with a sluggish
sullen power, the faint ripple of leaves
stirring spread outward, catching up roof
tops and chimneys into a gyrating whirl
of powered movement, reaching inward,
pulling her too irresistably into the disintegrating pool. It was weightless exuberance now, a bodiless thin projection
into a vortex that moved in night timelessness and shivered to a tiny point of
explosive brilliance that was motionless
for motion, and quivered. Quivered. A
precipice yawned at a dark abyss. A
sharp edge stood upright . . .
Martha's raps on the door of the room
next to her own were rapid and loud.
After ages of time, with smiting suddenness, the plump, commonplace figure of
Mrs. McCormick, the landlady, stood be-

fore her asking, "What is it?"
Martha silently, desperately, took the
words, what is it, and slowly found place.
"What is it ?" the woman repeated, and
half frightened now at having awakened
her for no good reason, the girl stammered about a headache and wanting an
aspirin. Sleepily gruff, but kind, Mrs.
McCormick, grotesque with her sparse
hair in curlers, her uncorseted fat wobbling, led Martha back to bed and busily
comforted her.
"The ice pack will ease your headache
soon," said Mrs. McCormick, ready to
return to her bed. "Take another of
those sleeping pills if you need to. I'll
leave the box here. Don't take but one
more though, at the most. An overdose
is dangerous."
Squashed against the edge of the door
to the room, one hand on the knob rattling it slightly, she added, "You work
too hard. It's too much what you do,
school all day, work all night. You're
burning your candle at both ends."
"It makes a brighter light that way."
There was no humor, but pathetic seriousness in Martha's answer. With a sheet
pulled up to her chin, the red rubber ice
bag on her forehead, her face looked aged
and hopeless, the full young lips drawn
thin, deep lines dug in at the corners of
her mouth, her forehead wrinkled.
"And she could be a pretty girl,"
thought Mrs. McCormick, remembering
the few times she had seen Martha rested
and dressed for a rare Saturday night
date, her blonde hair fluffed and shining,
her thin pointed features bright with excitement. "They'll meet in the middle,
don't you forget, honey," she said aloud.
"Good night. Sorry I didn't have an
aspirin. "I'll turn out the light." She
went out, closing the door behind her.
It's not much of a candle now, Martha
thought. Just a short piece of tallow
(Continued on page 20)
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ROSEFLESH AND
THE GOLD
By J. Plus

Trial and Error
By Shirley Wallace

I surveyed her casually as we sat waiting for the other three boarders to join us
for dinner. I knew very little about her
except that she claimed to be a widow
and spoke incessantly of her late husband.
From the size of her, however, one could
easily draw the conclusion that her main
interest in life was food. The thought
crossed my mind that she had an hourglass figure with all the sand in the
bottom.
She returned my gaze coolly before
speaking. "Really, my dear, you should
do something about yourself," she advised. "Your bones are showing. My
late husband used to remark that there
was nothing that ruined a woman's charm
so completely as that 'hungry' look."
"Then I'm sure you must have been
very happily married, Mrs. Benson."
I escaped further injury by the entrance
of two of the gentlemen, if they might be
classed as such.
"Well, well, what have we on the
menu tonight?" boomed Mr. Marshall,
who laid his importance to the fact that
he once held a job as barker with a circus.
His occupation now seemed to consist of
nothing more strenuous than remembering.
"Hash, I presume—this being Monday," Mr. Cantrell, meekly observed.
I withdrew my attention into my own
more personal thoughts, but was vaguely
aware of the conversation, which centered
around the whereabouts of the other
boarder. A sudden lull quickly brought
me to full consciousness. The much discussed Mr. Lowell was making his appearance.
He took his seat without so much as a
glance in greeting to his dinner companions. He seemed to be aware of no one
in the room as he mechanically took his
napkin from beside his plate. A small
newspaper clipping fluttered to the floor.
(Continued on page 19)

Joy Joy Joy I did sing,
And the roseflesh of you swallowed up my being.
I, neither thinking nor seeing,
Exulted in the love of you ;
How transported by the wine of you,
Smothered by the breath of you,
Heady from the drunk of you,
Dreamly dreamly me,
How dreamly and faerie a thing.
Joy I cried,
The oneness of being complete,
The greatness known,
The soul's sweet lust repleat
With love words sown.
Did I skip along the street?
Did I fly to heaven's door,
Give a gleeful wink to God
And skate across the floor?
Joy I cried,
And the roseflesh gave hint of joy,
And joy succeeded joy,
And joy pervaded joy
And dreamly me.
Joy I cried,
For your love unlocked my soul.
And I knew joy,
For calm in my thought of you,
Serene in my want for you,
This soul could swing from sunbeams,
Find beauty in a tear drop,
And justice in a star.
Joy I cried,
For still by the side of you
A tantivy of birds whispered,
Joy for you
Joy for you
And silent in the kiss of you
Violets clamoured,
Joy for you
Joy for you
And sweetly in the feel of you,
The caress of you,
The all wanting madness for you,
The finger starving, anxious handed,
Roseflesh Hunger for you,
In the LOVELOVELOVE for you
My soul cried,
And all heaven, nature, and man cried;
Flowers, stars, gods, and animals cried,
Spirits, beings of light, and all ROSEFLESH,
All cried, all together cried
JOY JOY JOY FOR YOU
JOY FOR YOU JOY FOR YOU
JOY ALWAYS FOR DREAMLY YOU
V but they lied
(7 )

Psychiatrists
At Large
By David Nelson

JANUARY

SUNSET
By Jean Alexander
The earth is alive and vibrant with sound,
Wild flowers and birds and joys abound,
The sun is golden, the sky is bright,
The horizon is a Beautiful sight!
Slowly the long shadows creep o'er it,
The sun spies a hill on which she will sit
And take one last glance at the day
gone by,
She smiles with a tremulous well-pleased
sigh.
Suddenly the whole sky begins to change!
A myriad soft colors enclose the eye's
range,
Pink and orange, gold and purple and
blue,
And every other imaginable hue.
The sky glows and bathes in the luxurious
mass,
Quickly the colors change and pass
Into realms to us yet unknown;
But the sun, for a bare second, lingers on.
Then it slips quickly behind the hill,
A few rose traces remain there still;
When these are gone and 'tis barely
twilight,
The moon rushes on with the darkness
of night.
(8)

Surprise Ending
By Doris Chapman
The sky will not break;
The earth will not shatter
To make a screaming ache
Of bliss without matter
For you and me.
Blue stars will not fall;
The glories of the firmament
And its bright splendors all
Will stay with fixed intent
Where they should be.
One small flower will bloom,
A violet, perhaps, or a bluet.
Its tender-veined beauty will loom
Large as a sun in the quiet
Of you and me.

The Fog
By Evangeline Thomas Ramsey
The fog comes,
And I close the doors and windows
of my heart;
For the fog will know my heart's
treasure is stolen,
That I have no right to this love.
But, in the black night
The fog, with silken, searching fingers
Unlocks my heart's doors, and sees.
My heart lies empty—
Except for unending, silent tears:
My love, and the fog, are gone!

It seems that everyone is "down" on
the present age. I should venture to say,
from unbiased observation, that about
four-thirds of the comments made on
modern civilization are disparaging to an
extent that only the twentieth century has
been able to reach in the field of cynicism.
All elements of rectitude, except for those
displayed by whoever happens to be criticizing, apparently have vanished from the
American scene. We are pictured as a
mad conglomeration of sadists, barbarians, ghouls, homosexuals, and cutthroats,
with a few communists and fellow travelers thrown in for good measure.
The trouble seems to stem from the fact
that everybody wants to psychoanalyze
everybody else, with the result that one
cannot give out with a good hardy burp
for fear of revealing some significant fact
as to his character. Our habits, our likes
and dislikes, are relentlessly assaulted by
some mystic therapist who calls himself
a philosopher, who is regarded as an intellectual, and yet who acts like an obstinate old goat beating his head against
a stone wall which he has no chance of
penetrating.
These asinine malcontents have no
limits in their vituperation. They attack
with equal vigor our art, our literature,
our recreation, our homes, our traditions
—yes, and even our sex. In their eyes,
the average American is one who spends
his average evening reading the average
Police Gazette, amid the average smoke
fumes from average marijuana, and listening to the average radio murder mystery with an escapist attitude. Beneath
the surface we all are Miniver Cheevys,
Walter Mittys and/or Frankensteins, dissatisfied with life and wanting to forget
it as often as possible. They cite the
past war as an example of our cruelty;
our literature, as an example of our sadism; soap opera, as exemplary of our
morbid state of mind. They have invaded sex with the same uninhibited zeal,
and that's going a little too far!
Now, you self-made voices of doom,
listen to me for a minute. Sure, there's
room for improvement in our morals—
plenty of room. But when, for that matter, hasn't there been? The twentieth
century didn't invent war, or tragic literature, or sex. War preceded us by thousands of years; Hamlet, by three centuries;
sex, by God only knows how long. Neither was our generation the first to contribute illegitimate babies to the world.
Or bundling, that favorite pasttime of
(Continued on next page)

You're Not
Welcome Here
By Tom C. Varner
"Crunch . . . Crunch . . . Crunch"
I awoke, tense, staring into the darkness of my room. Something had startled me putting me on guard immediately.
I listened a moment, straining to detect
some sound. I peered into the black,
knowing I would see an ominous figure
standing over me. But there was no one.
Before I could draw a breath of relief,
though, I heard it. Above the metallic
whir of the electric clock on the dresser,
I heard it. It was a weird, eerie, frightening sound. I was not mistaken. It was
. . . it must be the sound of feet lightly
stepping on the gravelled driveway just
outside my window.
Saints of Heaven! There's somebody
out there not two feet from my window!
What will I do? D . . . n these blasted
legs of mine! Having never walked a
step in my life, I'm helpless; I can't get
up and go after him. But he can't get
in—the screen is . . . no, the screen isn't
in, and the window is wide open . . . got
to calm down. Maybe I'm dreaming. Yes,
that's it—I'm asleep. This is nothing but
a dream. I'll pinch myself. Ouch! Oh,
God, I'm awake as anything . . .
"Crunch . . . Crunch . . . Crunch."
Listen, there it is again! That's what
it is . . . someone creeping down the
drive. May be he's going away; the sound
is fainter now. No, he's coming back.
Oh, why didn't Dad leave the screen in?
Why didn't I leave the window closed in
the first place! Calm down, Tom; maybe
it's only that drunkard who lives down
the street. Maybe he got mixed up and
stumbled into the wrong driveway. Still,
there's no telling what a fellow will do
when he's full of whiskey. But a drunk
couldn't be so stealthy, or could he? Maybe it's somebody else! Those termite exterminators . . . they were in and out of
the house all last week. They know where
(Continued on page 18)
Psychiatrists At Large ...
staid old New England a few hundred
years ago.
And listen, boys. I've got more news
for you. I detest soap opera, too, I also
detest people who detest people, and that
means you. Don't come around me belittling the human race unless you're looking for some salty meatskin and buckshot
in the seat of the pants. And for heaven's
sake don't try to explain me to me. I
like modern literature. I had nothing to
do with that atrocious war. I'm as harmless as my dear old grandmother. I'm not
frustrated. Dammit, I'm satisfied!

The rythmic rushing and roar
of the waves
Constantly held me spellbound,
How could the rolling green waters
produce
Such an exciting and deafening sound?

MY ETERNITY
By Jean Alexander
I went one morning down to the sea
To watch the tide come in.
Dawn was breaking o'er the waves
And where the stars had been.
The surf was red as the waves rolled on,
Great billows of crimson and gold,
Reflecting the beauty the sky contained
In an exact replica mold.

God has made many wonders for me
to behold
But the greatest, it seems to me,
Is the foamy, rushing, green turbulent
waves
Which roll in and out of the sea.
In that unknown day when my life
is done
And the breath has gone out of me,
I would God would make, in reward
for my good,
Me to be one more wave in the sea!

And the clouds of the sky and the waves
of the sea
Overwhelmed my eyes with their sight,
The billows danced and taunted me
And I loved them with all my might!
They made me shiver and feel so small
Beside their perpetual power,
I was enchanted so I sat and watched
Them beating, hour by hour.
These very waves had sometime lapped
On the shores of the ancient lands,
They had been to the shores of Africa
And washed the burning sands.
An island they had swept away
With boundless energy,
A ship they'd tossed about and sunk
Far out in the cool green sea.
But now I watched with awe as
They broke along the shore
Leaving ripples and foam and sand
and spray
And shells and more and more!

Perception
BY BETTY POWELL LACKEY

Beloved—
Let me not in grief dissever
Myself from thee.
Rather let me grow in love of thee
Who, clothed in Man's afflicted flesh,
Wooed his love by shedding tears
with him.
Let me, leaning on the breast of Pain,
Perceive beneath the beating of Thy Heart.

FEBRUARY
(9)

MARCH

WATERMELON
TIME
By Lynn E. Daniel
It wasn't really watermelon time. Just
a few early ones had begun to appear on
the markets, and we wouldn't have known
it even, but Nancy and I were gathering
the dry clothes off the clothesline in the
back yard which joined the back yard of
the Simmons'. They were having a
watermelon; a beautiful, red-meated,
dark-rind watermelon. Nancy stood holding a clothespin and a shirt of mine in
her hand looking at the Simmons' and
then at me.
"Watermelon!" she exclaimed along
with an expression that I knew she just
wore on special occasions.
That word may not mean so much to
some people, but to Nancy and I . . .
well, it meant the completion of our marriage, a kind of guarantee to the happiness that we had foreseen in marriage.
One thing that we knew we had in common was that we both loved watermelon
above all other edible things. We had
known it since that summer night that I
met her at a Navy USO, scared and alone
—almost five years ago—and we walked
along after the dance toward the girl's
boarding house where she stayed. We
passed a little two-bit coffee shop where
a slice of watermelon was setting in the
(10)

window and a sign that said you could
enjoy a piece of it for twenty-five cents.
Sitting over that piece of watermelon
and a hundred others I guess, Nancy
would always get a good taste of the
watermelon in her mouth and sit gazing
into space.
'You know Don,' she'd say in a few
seconds, 'it would be so nice if a person
could have a home of her own. A nice
home with a kitchen and everything and
could buy a whole watermelon. Just let
it get good and cold in the icebox, and
just . . . well, just you and him sit there
and eat it.'
And I'd always say something like 'a
home for stray kittens like us kid?' And
I'd laugh right big and stupid and she
would soon start eating again.
But a lot of things that seem far off
and distant at the time get closer before
you know what's happened. The war
and the fever were over and Nancy and I
were still around . . . . like stray kittens.
Then the next fall after the war was
over the year before, things began to take
shape and Nancy and I had ourselves that
home—with a kitchen. It consisted of
exactly two rooms, one serving as a living
bedroom combination, and the second was
the kitchen, about a 6 by 6 affair with
a two-chair, spindly-table breakfast room
set, a tall narrow cabinet, a kitchen sink,
an old fashioned gas range, and an icebox with a twenty-five pound capacity. It
was a basement apartment. We could
have called the back yard all our own ex-

cept for a family in the other basement
apartment and six other families in the
house who had to use the clothesline.
There was a private house next door
which supported a loungy-type back yard
with a badminton court, a white, patio
tea-table with matching chairs that set
under the protective limbs of an old oak,
and a cemented round pool that sporte
several kinds of tropical fish. We hadn't
lived in the apartment very long until we
learned from a little boy by the name of
Simpson who constantly had to come into
our back yard to get his dog that the
family next door was named Simmons.
And it was the sight of this family next
door posed in family portrait-like order
eating the watermelon, one of the first of
the season, that had drawn that look from
Nancy, that look that she just wore on
special occasions.
It was all there now except the watermelon—the home with the kitchen and
'just you and him'—all except the watermelon 'good and cold'. So in the next
few minutes Nancy and I were down at
the market, looking at a stack of round,
dark-rind watermelons. We inquired
about the price of one and consequently
returned home empty-handed. On leaving the service, I had fancied myself a
more sensible person if I took advantage
of the G. I. education offer. It seemed
that Nancy and I both had gotten a little
ambitious, and she was engaged in taking
a secretarial course. I found work on
Saturday nights as a waiter in a night
club. Things had tightened in our town
considerably in the last few months and
part-time work was hard to find. We
considered my having a job Saturday
nights sheer good luck. Tips usually ran
around ten dollars and over. We reserved ten dollars for next week's groceries, and the rest went into a kind of
elastic recreation fund that varied with
the tips.
We walked back to the apartment in
silence. I kept glancing at Nancy and
she walked along looking at the ground.
I spent the rest of the week trying to
figure some way to buy that two-dollar
job, thinking of some way I could get that
expression on Nancy's face again. It came
to me on Saturday afternoon before I
went to work. I told Nancy if I made
two over the ten, we'd buy the watermelon Sunday morning.
The job kept us pretty busy that night,
but when it came my time to go back to
the kitchen for a smoke, I couldn't help
thinking how Nancy must be sitting there,
hoping, just waiting. I must have done
some tall sweating myself during the
night, for when I counted up after we
closed, I was eleven cents short of the
ten. I could see her when I went home,
waking up as I unlocked the door, sit-

(Note. The following deeply moving and
spiritually significant poem was evidently
sent to us under a pseudonym, for though
we have searched thoroughly the school
files we found no evidence of any 0.
Buddi Gotrocks being registered. We discovered the poem in the ACCENT box
with this poignant dedication heading it"
"For Frances Elam
My lost angel
Oh. now that she is lost to me for
evermore
Oh, woe
May all her dreams come true
—0. Buddi Gotrocks")

The Love Song of
0. Buddi Gotrocks
(being a lugubrious and awe inspiring
ode, the reading of which is to be accompanied by sunken-chested old men on
out-of-tune Aeolian harps)
"What do you think of when alone?
Of love and laughter and hot saxophone?"
ting up in bed, her big, round, wonderful eyes asking me, wondering . . .
I asked
I decided I couldn't do it.
the head-water to lend me a couple till
the next week-end. I-k grumbled some
distrustful grumbles but let me have the
two.
I saw that expression again on Nancy's
face—at three o'clock in the morning.
She just sat there, glad . . . really glad.
I thumped around amateurishly on the
melons at eight o'clock the next morning,
trying to get the clerk to guarantee one
of them. Nancy stood about five feet
from them trying to eye the biggest one.
By eleven o'clock the watermelon was
cold. I set it on the table, took the worn,
black-handled knife and cut it around like
I'd seen people do. Nancy sat in the
chair looking on with her elbows on the
spindly-table that shook everytime I
sliced the watermelon a little further. It
finally fell open into two, big, uneven
halves, and I just stepped back and
looked. It was green. It just had a
couple of faint, pink spots in the middle.
At that minute I couldn't see to save
my life what had ever made me like
watermelon, or even marry Nancy. I was
afraid to look at her, and when I did she
was smiling, just like she was really
tickled.
'That's okay,' she said, 'there's plenty
of time for ripe ones. It's green like us,
kid. We'll have our home . . . like the
Simmons'. Then when you buy 'em
they're really red when they fall open like
that.'
And she had that expression that I
Knew she just wore on special occasions.

"I think of Homer, stars, and electricity.
I wonder of mores, math, and the Lord's
triplicity.
"I do not think of girls,
I do not pitch the woo,
I do not.romp in golden curls;
Alas, what do I do?
"I read poems, Voltaire, and Plato.
(Toynbee is now the fashion!)
I'd give up all the great, though,
For just one puny passion.

Fall the seeds in a dry pod
TICK TICK TICK
TICK TICK TICK
TICK TICK TICK
TICK
TICK
TICK
"I'm going out to cry a little while;
I'll only stop to sob my blues away
(And wait to eat a slimy worm, I may) :
(Continued on page 20)

("You are youthful like a flower,
And were I a bee,
I'd the honey from your lips devour.
Ah, but woe, I am just me.)

Incongruity
BY SYLVIA SMITH

"Kiss me, Darling,
Though my muscles are as butter
I'll try to arouse
A joyful little shudder.

To love so much
Is to pass being blind,
To gain a new conception
That makes sensitive its cause.

"I'll gather rosebuds if I may,
But, alas, they don't all want pickin'.
This sweet flower I'd pluck today
Is some other fellow's chicken."

For in loving is knowing
And, when seeing how rare
And strong a chord is his love,
I feel unfit
And out of tune with its subtle strains.

Here we go 'round apickin' chicken
Pickin' chicken, pickin' chicken
Here we go 'round apickin' chicken
Disturbing the dust on' the rose-leaves.

But my love is not a measured spring
To jump
Then stop

Between the wish
And the desire
Between the desire
And the lust
Between the lust
And the kiss

But clings on,
In the existence of leaves
Which sigh,
Then fall in independent death,
And are cold.

APRIL

MAY

CINDY
By Gordon W. Scott
Walking across the porch I looked over
at her and said, "Cindy, how would you
like to take a little ride with me?" Turning her cute little eyes up toward mine
and answering only in that special language known to, or between, us, I knew
that she was all up for it, and without
even uttering she got up and ran off the
porch with me.
While walking across the yard I could
see her mother and daddy reclining under
a large shade tree at the corner of the
house. "Do you think that you'd better
get permisison from your parents?" I inquired, realizing that she was only fourteen and that she hadn't been around
much. Once again I received a unique
answer, and that response somehow
seemed to make it appear that she felt
as though she was growing up now, and
that she was old enough to go out and
around without having her family along,
or without even having to get their consent, as the saying goes.
Upon opening the car door for her she
jumped into the car as though she were
quite anxious to get away from home and
get out for a while. Taking a glance
back toward the house as we drove away
I could see that they must have felt as
though she was old enough to begin to
(12)

go out and enjoy life for herself, and
then, too, perhaps I felt egotistical about
the situation and expected them to trust
her with me since they didn't even look
up, because I'm sure that neither of them
was asleep.
"You know something, Kiddo," I
looked over at her and said, "You are a
pretty big girl now and I've been thinking lots about you of late. Yep, and
you're not very well experienced in the
sort of life that you need to be knowing
about at your age, and after all, lots of
others at your age have already been
around quite a bit and know the ropes
pretty well. Why, even at younger ages
too, I'll venture to say! Yes ma'am, as
I said before, I've been thinking about
you quite a bit and I know that you have
been neglected, restricted, or whatever
you want to call it, and I realize deeply
that you just haven't had the proper
amount of training. So. I think that it's
about time that I start to teach you some
of the important things that one your age
should have a knowledge of. Perhaps
you do know more than I even suspect,
and maybe you've had some experiences
that I don't know about, but I think that
I can teach you a few things. Well, don't
just sit there and gaze at me and then out
the window, don't you agree that we
should get together more often and under
more and different circumstances?" Lifting her lil ole narrow face toward mine
and letting the side next to me droop just
a little, the positive agreeable answer il-

luminated itself from her gleaming eyes
as they peered from behind her pointed
shiny nose. No audible answer was necessary!
Ah, it was such a lovely day. The autumn season was just beginning to bring
forth the heautiful harmonious colors,
and the clear blue sky aided in making
it a day to cause one to think of affection,
especially at certain ages. I was definitely
no exception as I drove along glancing
intermittently at her and then the road.
I could see a large farm ahead of us,
"Young lady," I spoke curtly but. jokingly, "I know that you are crazy about cattle,
horses, chickens and such, but I'm not
going to stop at this farm and let you get
out to meander around, because you might
get so interested in things out there that
you might even forget about me. So, you
just sit back and merely look as we go by,
for we have other business to attend to
today!" We were always teasing each
other in some way or another, but she
knew that I wasn't going to stop for her
this time. However, she is just the kind
to understand such things, which she
proved by looking for a short time then
settling back against the back of the seat.
Up until this time she had been sitting
near the door on her side Of the car, but
sudenly she moved over closer to me,
and upon looking at her her head ducked
down a bit coy like and she licked her
lips as I teasingly said, "Listen Baby,
you'd better keep your distance, for after
all you are pretty young, and besides, I've
gotta keep my eyes on the road instead of
watching you !" Her only response to
that was to snuggle up closer to my arm
and shoulder. You're a cute little thing
and all that, and I'll have to admit that
I'm pretty crazy about you, but I'm afraid
that might interfere with my driving if
you sit so close. You know, you might
knock the arm that I'm holding onto the
steering wheel with." She merely yawned
real big without making an effort to cover
her mouth, then licked her lips a couple
more times and nestled back close to me
again.
Wondering about what I actually should
do with her, I was surprised to see her
stretching herself out on the seat, and
even more surprised in feeling her head
come to rest on my leg. "Hey, Hey,
You're gonna cause a wreck yet you little
bugger it you don't watch out!" I retorted, grinning to myself and gently patting
her under the chin and glancing down in
time to see her smiling, in her little way
of smiling, to herself.
"Yes, my little one, there should be big
things in store for you and me! In fact,
I know very little about this business that
you and I need to be getting into, but
still you've gotta listen to me and do what
(Continued on next page)

Cindy . . .
I tell you and how I tell you to do it as
well as what I try to show you. There's
no mistake about it, it's a very tedious
business. There are, of course, lots of
rules to follow, and just one little slip
up sometimes can really mess things up,
and but good too! So you must remember that at all times. However, I'm sure
that there are some things that you will
know about perhaps instinctively that I
don't even know about, and, therefore,
I'll also be able to learn from you. The
essence of the whole thing is that we'll
always be working very close together.
You understand that don't you?" She
raised her head and lowered it quickly,
and once again, without uttering, her expression seemed to tell me that she could
hardly wait.
"You probably don't know about it,
but there is a book called They Took to
The Woods, well, that's just what you
and I are going to do. Yeah man, we're
gonna take to the woods and fields and
other places too. It don't necessarily
take woods, but there are lots of good
places where there is lots of grass and
such, and Baby, you and I are going to
find lots of those places," I said, rubbing
my hand across her face and turning the
car into a side road with the other hand.
The road through the woods being a
bit bumpy caused her to sit up and look
out to see what was happening. It's only
a short distance to the ole swimmin'
hole," I assured her, "and then we'll
leave the car for a while." For a moment she seemed to be wondering about
something, perhaps because she expected
to be a little afraid at first, I suppose the
determined look in my eyes gave her reassurance that everything was going to
work out al lright. At any rate she was
out of the car almost by the time I was
when it stopped!
Walking over to the edge of the ole
swimmin' hole and seating myself on a
rock all covered with nice soft moss I
was amusing myself by throwing pebbles
one at a time into the water and watching
the dancing ripplies running away from
the spot where the pebble landed, when
from the corner of my eye I could see her
watching me. Before I knew it she was
moving over very close to me. Finally I
retired from my pebble throwing amusement and stretched myself out on the
fluffy gray-green moss and closed my eyes
for a moment. Need I say that I could
soon feel a certain little head making its
way onto my chest? From previous experiences back at home I'd learned that
she was very fond of petting, and to make
conversation I said, "I know very well
what you are up to, so don't you go teasing me into anything, because even

though I am quite a petting fellow I only
care to do so much of it then I get tired
and it seems monotonous," I grumbled
as my hand slipped gently down onto her
shoulder.
"We'd better talk over a few more
things here before we get on with what
we came out here for, don't you think?"
There was no reply„ not even a whimper
nor a wriggle, and since I couldn't see
her face this time I just accepted her as
agreeing. "I've heard my dad and mother
talk about you mother and father when
they were young, and it seems that neither
of them really got around much nor
seemed to have much life and pep, so it
is easy to see why you may have been
hindered by them. Well, lots of things
depend on training and experience as
well as plain old get-up about you, so I
want you to have the benefit of some of
the good things and good times that your
mother and father missed in their younger
days." By this time I was stroking the
back of her head and letting my hand
slide way down on her neck. Her hair
was so smooth and soft, and it was easy
to see that she was enjoying every moment of it, for at this moment I could
feel her snuggling closer and closer to me.
When my hand slipped around under her
chin she wriggled and raisedup a bit only
to crawl more up to me. As her face
came up to mine I just couldn't help but
say, "What's the matter, Honey, are you

ticklish?" She loves to tease me so why
shouldn't I tease her, I thought to myself.
"I don't know how I came to be so interested in you, but guess I'll have to
admit that my affection for you is increasing by leaps and bounds, or maybe
I just have a murmuring heart, haha," I
chortled to her as my hand moved up and
down on the front of her neck.
"Hey, I'll bet that you are just about
as well developed in a lot of ways as some
are that are much older and who have had
lots of experience, so, what do you say to
our getting started and see what we can
do ?" She turned her little face toward
mine and as I patted her on the neck,
again her bouncing eyes, penetrating deeply into mine, told me, without a doubt,
and in that language known only to two
such as we were, that she was ready if
I was. Suddenly there was a rustling in
the leaves nearby. At first both of us
were deathly still as if petrified, but there
was a second rustling, and she sat up
quickly. At a third rustling she sprang
to her feet and ran into the bushes after
that bird as fast as she could run. Sitting
up and laughing heartily I could only say,
"Yes, there she goes, but just as I expected, for after all she is merely a typical
fourteen months old birddog without any
training !"

JUNE
(13)

JULY

THE WEARING OF THE RING
By Bob Young
"I have come for the ring, Mother."
All sound
"For the ring, my son?
exploded into stillness, pyramiding silence upon silence. Seconds melted together and snowballed into minutes . . . .
"Are you certain that you want the ring?"
"Yes Mother, I am certain." He waited,
afraid to speak again less his voice break,
or less it jam as he had once heard an
organ in church jam, a key stuck . . . .
loud, violent, ugly; ruining the sacredness of the service and turning it into a
farce. His mother's thin, emaciated
fingers rested a second on the night table,
as if reluctant to break the invisible seals
on the drawer. He saw the line of her
lips tighten a little when she finally
grasped the knob and pulled the drawer
open.
Her keen gray eyes did not waver from
his as she placed the tiny silk package
in the damp eagerness of his palm. The
question which had been phrased in her
eyes and was seeking escape through the
straight taut line that was her mouth was
never uttered, but she didn't need to ask
it, he knew what she was thinking. When
she finally released her hold on the silk
it seemed to him that the fingers that
were now gripping his had turned to ice.
At last she released his hand.
(14)

No words were spoken. But words
were out of place now. Insignificant, useless, and without meaning.
There was no snow on the ground, but
there should have been . . . hard, brittle
snow; city snow. The icy wind ripped
through his wool jacket; clawed at his
back; flexed its steel fingers around his
neck. His mother had not questioned
him about the ring, but had only smiled
faintly as he closed the door of her room
behind him. Somehow he had known
that she would never ask a question, never
raise one single objection. He had known
that it would be that way ever since he
was a boy, ever since he was fourteen and
the story of the ring had been told to
him. How could he ever forget it ?—
that story. It was not something that one
forgot easily, not even a boy. And time
had aged since then; twelve autumns,
twelve winters, twelve summers. Golden
trees, brown trees, green trees . . . each
in their time, each in their season.
He tried to pretend to himself that he
couldn't remember the story of the ring,
that he would have to force it out of its
secret corner in his mind; but it was
there as it had always been, foremost in
his thoughts . . . An ancestor of his
father's had returned from a tour of duty

with Marion's army and found his wife
in the arms of a Tory lover. He had killed
the Tory with a silver bullet, and later,
when the war was over, he had hammered
and twisted that same silver bullet into a
ring and placed it on his wife's finger, in
the place of the wedding ring she had
worn. Years later when a son was born
to them, the ring had been wrapped in a
silk kerchief, to be put away until the son
was ready to choose a wife; then when
he had married, the silver ring had been
the ring he had given to his bride. And
all the oldest sons down to the present
day had been given the ring and told the
story of its history.
And now the ring was biting into the
flesh of his clenched hand. He wanted
to take it out, to look at it, to run his
flingers over the depression made when
the bullet had lodged against the Tory's
spine, the depression which his ancestor
had ironically chosen not to change, but
to leave as if it were the set of the ring.
There was a time when he had been nauseated by the ring, by its tradition of
cruelty, of revenge. But now he realized
that the ring was insignificant in itself ;
that it was a symbol, a reminder, that
any thing that is worth having is worth
fighting to preserve. Once, soon after he
had the meaning of the ring explained to
him and had seen it for the first and last
time until now, he had asked his father
why there was not a ring for the husband
to wear, to remind him of his fidelity. His
father had been dead four years now, but
he could still see the smile on his father's
face and hear his voice as he explained,
"Son, do not think that each of us who
have presented the ring to our brides have
kept a loaded pistol under our pillows.
The ring is not a mental chastity belt,
like one of those that knights locked upon
their wives before they went to war; but it
is an agreement by both husband and wife
that they wil remain faithful. Now this
faithfulness, it covers more than adultery;
it's an agreement whereby each pledges
to respect and honor the other. Son, this
ring will one day be yours. When you
marry, be certain that it will be to a woman whom you will not want to have for
a month, a year, but rather one with
whom you wish to spend the rest of your
life."
That had been four years ago, and four
years were as a day. Now it was time to
tell the story of the ring, and perhaps, to
show the ring itself. He wasn't too sure
how she would receive the story. Perhaps she would laugh or merely try to
look politely interested. Maybe she
wouldn't even bother to do that . Only
a few more blocks remained. His pace
slackened, but remembering his resolution, he hurried on. They would walk
(Continued on next page)

THREE
WOODEN
PUPPETS
By Fred Arnold
Three puppets dangle on their strings,
Three wooden figures in a row;
The laughter that the future brings
Their painted lips can never know.

Night Wind
By Evangeline Thomas Ramsey
I even like the way it claims
A little part of me—
As if my soul were subject
To its whims of fancy free!

I like to feel the night wind
When the rain is in the air:
I like to feel its gentle fingers
Playing in my hair.

I like the feel of wind tonight
For rain is in the air,
And a part of me will fall tonight
As crystal raindrops, fair.

I like the breath of mystery
In the soft, sweet scents it breathes.
I like the swishing, swirling
Of my skirts about my knees.

The puppet-maker left them there;
A king was one, and one a page
Who loved the third, (a princess fair)—
Upon the little cardboard stage.

act,
They twitched with quick, uneven pace
And could not see how much they lacked
Of poise, of elegance and grace.

When back the velvet curtains rolled,
Each night the page would try to woo
The lovely maid; but she was cold.
The thrill of love they never knew.

And paper flowers bloomed around
A sea of glass; a silken moon,
Through clouds of gauze, cast on the
ground
A light that faded much too .soon.

The king wil never realize
That all his golden coins are brass
And that he cannot drink the prize
Of wine that's painted in the glass.
When string were jerked to make them
The Wearing Of the Ring ...

downtown to a restaurant and perhaps to
a show. He had no car, no father's checkbook to offer her . . . only himself. He
understood how a woman wanted comforts, pleasures. But if she truly loved
him, if she really understood what he was
trying to do, she would be willing to wait
for them. And then someday when the
work that he had to do began to pay off,
they could have those things and they
could enjoy them, together.
"Now," he thought grimly as he rang
the doorbell of her house, "Now I'll
know. Perhaps this will come as a surprise—my feelings, toward her. But I'll
not make a fool of myself—I'll not blurt
out my feelings, but rather I'll find out
whether she's worth working for, whether
she's worth loving as I love her. Perhaps
she's looking for a laugh, or for a man
who'll provide her with a comfortable,
secure life. I can't offer her that, not yet,
but I can offer her many things that money
can't buy: love, understanding, sympathy.
It won't be all roses, but it won't be dull,
either. If she's the woman I think she is,
she won't mind a little rough going at
first . But one way or the other, I'll find
out if she's worthy to wear the ring."
From somewhere back in the dimly
lighted hallway the clicking of high heels
sent their sound rushing out to his ears.
The front hall-light came on. The ring
seered deeper and deeper into his palm.

Although these senseless forms at rest
No beauty stirs or hopes deceive,
If they had life would they be best
To see their world is make-believe?
No joy has sparked the painted eye,
Nor thinks the wooden brain; and yet
Who n'er has lived can never die,
Who n'er has known can n'er forget.

Memory
By Joan Hays
Look not too deep in memory's well
Lest you see there the bad
overshadowing good,
And find that the pain you bare
Has left scars of sorrow
that you remember long.
Look only on the surface;
hurry your mind
Past episodes that are better off
forgotten—
Forget, forget—let old passions die, and
Let your hopes and dreams
be buried deep;
For memory is as treacherous
as woodsmoke—
It stings the eyes if watched too long.

AUGUST
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MIGHT MAKES...
By Connie Wolfe
I.
"George, you're acting like a fool, raying and ranting this way, it's perfectly
stupid."
"I will not stand for it and that's final.
The whole idea is idiotic. And let me
remind you of just one thing, I bring the
money into this house and I intend to
have some say as to how it's spent!"
Mark shifted nervously in the straightbacked desk chair. He was very tired.
He didn't feel good, this fight had been
going on since before supper and he felt
guilty because he was the cause of it.
"You can say all you want, but the arrangements have already been made. Mark
starts tomorrow."
"Oh, he does, does he, well, I'll be
damned if that's so, he isn't starting tomorrow or any other day, no 'son of mine
is going to be turned into a mamma's
boy." He turned his head and glared at
the boy, "Mark, do you want to become
a mamma's boy?"
"No sir," Mark whispered softly.
"Speak up, don't mumble, how many
times am I going to have to tell you to
answer so someone can hear you?"
"No sir," he repeated in a stronger
voice,
(16)

"There, you see, even he has sense
enough to want to stay out of it."
"I can see only what will be for Mark's
own good, and trying to reason with you
is a waste of valuable time, but, the plan
stil stands, and I mean to see that he
goes."
She left the room calmly; it infuriated
him the way his wife could argue with
him and stay so damnably cool. He would
have felt better if only she would blow up
just once, if just once he could make her
lose that self composure.
II.
He stood in the center of the room
without moving for a moment after his
wife had gone. This was the first time
she had defied him since they were married, but then there were other ways of
getting a thing done.
"Mark," his voice was hard but under
control.
"Yes, sir," the boy stiffened.
"Mark, do you really want to go to
Mrs. Stanley's tomorrow?"
"I don't know, sir."
"What do you mean, you don't know,
only a boy with little intelligence would

answer that way." His tone was shaming. "Either you want to go, or you don't
want to go."
"Well, mother said last night . . . "
`The devil take what your mother
said, I'm head of this family, what I say
goes, and don't you ever forget it!"
"No, sir."
"Mark," his voice was almost a whisper
now, "do you know how other children
treat sissies?"
"No, sir," his throat burned and it hurt
when he tried to swallow.
"The boys won't have anything to do
with a sissy," he spat the word out, "they
don't play with them, or have them on
the football team, oh, no, nobody wants
a sissy around," he was speaking faster,
his voice still low but harsh. "All a sissy
can do is stay at home all the time by himself and when he's at school, everybody
makes fun of him." He paused to let this
sink in and then almost casually asked,
"Mark, do you know what makes a boy a
sissy?"
"No, sir." Mark had his own ideas, if
a fellow was afraid to fight or was
teacher's pet, then he was a sissy, but
Mark knew his father wanted him to say
`no, sir,' and he always had done what
his father wanted.
"Then I'll tell you, they play with dolls
or are afraid of the dark, or, . . . they
go to dancing school." The last words he
said slowly and with vehemence. He then
asked quite simply, "do you want to be
a sissy, Mark?"
"No, no, I'm not a sissy, I'm not, I
hate dolls, and I like the dark, see, I like
the dark!" he half sobbed, half-screamed
and hysterically jerked at the chain of the
briliant desk lamp. In the darkened room
Mark felt better, his father couldn't see
him, couldn't see him crying like some
old sissy . . . . this thought terrified him.
"Maybe I am what he said, maybe I . . . "
the idea whirled in his brain and made his
head throb and ache.
"I'm not a sissy, I'M NOT," he cried
again for his own reassurance.
"Of course you aren't,—now, Mark, of
course you aren't, but you understand that
you would be a sissy if you let your
mother take you to that dancing school
tomorrow, now, don't you? And no real
boy wants to be a sissy."
"I don't want to be one, I won't let her
take me to old Miz. Stanley's house, I
won't let her, I just won't go!"
"You should obey your mother . .
most of the time, son, but this is an exception and you must make it clear that
you won't be made a fool of. But go up
to bed now and go to sleep. You'll be
alright, Mark, just don't back down, stick
to your guns; no son of mine is going to
be a sissy."
(Continued on next page)

Murmurs
BY BETTY POWELL LACKEY

In Winter, I have found a peace
not known
In seasons of Desire. In solitude
There is a sweet tranquility . . .
and yet—
Times are when in the shadowed
quietness
I hear a whispered sigh, and Loneliness
Turs, and murmurs sadly in his sleep.

PRISONER

By Betty Lackey

This bond that holds me to your heart
Is not less burdensome
For being gold,
Nor is this fare less cloying
For being from the board of kings.
How soon, glutted, will you rise
From feasting, and behold
The loathing in my eyes?
The flame you saw so long ago in them
Was but reflection of
Your own desires.
How soon, your senses fed and sleeping,
And your heart grown wise
With satiety or age—
Will you loose these hated ties
And set me free?
Can you not see?
Love lured and snared by wile
Is not Love Won.

The Miser and
The Maple Tree
By Evelyn Bryant

SONNET TO
HEIDELBERG

By Webb Salmon
A gold-greedy old man, bent and
gnarled, hurried along the street toward
the village bank. All about him Nature Quaint old city of yesterday,
was gaudily displaying the art of Jack Sitting quietly, resting, by the Neckar,
Frost, but he kept his eyes bent on his States and nations perish and yet you stay
own footsteps. However, he could not Alive and seem to live forever.
ignore the blazing, golden beauty of a Home of learned men of days gone by,
lone maple tree in a vacant lot near the E'en yet students gather in old wine halls
end of the street. Beneath it was spread And sing of you, and drink their beer
mugs dry,
a deep carpet of brown and gold.
The old miser commented aloud to And speak with pride of days within
your walls.
himself, "Such wastefulness! The silly
tree knows no better than to throw its Above, the castle stands with stately sway,
gold on the ground and leave itself to And looks upon you with abundant pride,
Below, the river flows along its way
shiver in the cold wind!"
A sudden gust of wind swept a few And sings of you, and murmurs with
the tide.
leaves across his path and he stopped in
amazement. Surely he only imagined 0, Heidelberg, men hold in awe
your fame,
that the tree answered him! But no—
"Would you really deny me the privi- And I, like they, proudly salute
your name.
lege of giving happiness to others? Certainly my gold is beautiful. But I speak
also of a more distant pleasure. This is again."
why I shed this royal robe. For I know
The maple was silent. Suddenly the
that when the season changes again, these miser's thin lips curved upward in an
bare, dead branches will be clothed in a unaccustomed smile. Then he continued
delicate, shimmering green. Then people on his way, his steps slowed with thought.
will look up with joy because the long,
cold winter is over, and the world is alive

Might Makes . . .
"No sir, I'm not, and she can't make
me go tomorrow." He lunged through
the doorway out into the darkened hall,
paused by the light switch, then slowly,
with determination, walked stiffly up
through the blackness.
The older man sat in the dark, his victory fresh and pleasing. His wife could
never get Mark near that dancing class
with the child in his present frame of
mind. He smiled when he remembered
how calm he had been even when Mark
was irrational, and he knew just how he
would handle the next little squabble that
came up. All it took was firmness backed
up by a clever mind. If a guy has that,
he can get along alright in this world.
The boy was pretty upset, but he'd get
over that and after all, it was just a
means to an end.
The whole idea was absurd, a boy of
Mark's age at a dancing school. He'd
never live that down at the plant. Lord,
how they'd kid him, say he was putting
on a fancy breed of dog. Oh, well, that
was all taken care of.
He turned the light back on and picked
up the paper.

OCTOBER
(17)

NOVEMBER
You're Not Welcome Here ...

when he's full of whiskey. But a drunk
couldn't be so stealthy, or could he? Maybe it's somebody else! Those termite exterminators . . . they were in and out of
the house all last week. They know where
they could get in most easily. That's a
good angle . . . burglars, working a$
exterminators, getting the layout of the
place. Just the other day I read the headlines "Burglar Strikes in Neighborhood
Home." That couldn't happen to us; it
couldn't! But it's going to. Right now!
What am I saying? What can I do? I've
got to do something . . . think . . . think.
Sweating, hunh! Here in midwinter. It's
pouring off of me. Got tothink. What
am I going to do? I've got to . . . (my
legs are shaking) got to stop them. The
bedsprings will squeak. If only I could
get up and walk out there, or go tell Dad
. . . but I can't. Got to think! . . . I wish
that clock motor would not make so much
noise. What'll I . . . I know what I'll
do. If only my legs would stop shaking
. . . I'll call Dad and say I want a drink
of water; then when he brings it I can
tell him. That's it! Why didn't I think
of that before! Too scared, I guess. Listen! He's still there, here, right under my
window, moving around. What time is
it? How . . . I haven't moved or made
any noise since he woke me . . . I can
act as though I'm just waking up. I'll
yawn and stretch and then call Dad."
"U-m-m-m, Dad."
(18)

There's that "crunch . . . crunch." He's
still moving around outside. Dad didn't
answer. I remember now, the door to the
hall is shut; I'll have to yell at him.
"DADDY!"
No answer, no sound from outside;
maybe calling Dad scared him; maybe he
is going away. No, listen . . . he's still
there . . . and Dad didn't answer me.
Oh! I'll have to call him again. What
time is it? That whirring clock doesn't
have luminous numerals on it. What difference does that make?
"Dad!"
"What is it, son?"
That wasn't Dad; it was Mother. I
have to answer her . . . She can go back
and wake Dad up.
"I want a drink of water."
"Oh, Tommy . . . Just a minute then."
Whew! She's coming. I hope the
blinds are shut tight; I'll have to turn
on the light. Oh, my eyes! I wonder
if he can see in ? It's quiet outside.
I waved the water away as Mom
entered the room. Pointing to the window, I whispered shakily:
"What," Mother exclaimed, suddenly
becoming wide awake.
"S-s-somebody i-i-is outside the w-window; Go t-tell Daddy."
"Good gracious, Tommy," she whispered as she stumbled through the dark
hallway.
I heard Dad grunt an exclamation as
Mother shook him awake. In an instant
he was up, engaged in feverish activity;

jumping into slippers, grabbing a flashlight, letting the dog up from the basement, turning on porch lights, and following the dog out the front door. Mac
is no watchdog, by any means, but he
certainly made plenty of noise as he
dashed down the steps and into the yard.
But the crazy mutt!!! Instead of coming
around this side of the house where the
intruder was, he ran around the other side
and out through the field beyond our lot.
Must've seen a car or something out there.
Nothing but a dumb . .. listen!
"Crunch . . . Crunch."
I still hear it; he's still there; it's not
Dad! I hear him around in front!
There's Dad going around by my window
now. Here comes the showdown! That's
funny! Dad is coming back in! But I
still hear the fellow out there! Oh, God!
I must be going nuts!
"Where is he? Did you see him?"
"No, son; there's no one outside."
"Oh, Lord . . . no one? Now I know
I'm crazy! But I heard it . . . I heard it!
Just as sure as that clock . . . by the way,
what time it it? . . . 10 'till 2 . . . the
right time for a prowler.
"Crunch . . . Crunch."
"There, listen, Dad," I whispered; "I
still hear those footsteps in the drive."
"I don't hear anything, and I saw, no
one out there."
"But I still hear him walking up and
down outside!"
I'm not ashamed to say that I had been
scared almost to death, and I'm certainly
not saying that I'm a brave fellow now—
not by a long shot. My legs still shook
and my voice still quivered when I whispered. There was something more than
the element of fear now. I was perplexed
and bewildered. I could not figure it out.
What had awakened me? Once awake,
what had frightened me so? It was definitely not a prowler. Dad had proven
that: What was it? What had made me
believe that there was someone creeping
up and down the driveway? Was my
mind playing tricks on me? Was I hearing things? Was I insane? I had to find
out. I had to know!
Dad was standing perfectly still; he
switched off my lamp and slid into bed
beside me.
"Don't you hear it, Dad?" I exclaimed,
trying to keep my voice to a whisper.
"Listen! I still hear him!"
I don't know whether Dad understood
or not. As I shakily continued to inform
him of the prowler's movements, Dad
moved closer and closer to me until he
was on my side of the bed ; then he leaned
up on one elbow and put his face above
the spot where mine lay on the pillow.
"Can you hear it, Dad?"
"Yes, I hear it now, Son!"
(Continued on page 20)
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He picked it up and read it in bewilderment. His face grew pale and haggard,
drained of all color. It was as if the
clipping itself were drawing the life from
his body. He shifted it in his hands as
he would a burning cinder which he
dared nor release. Clumsily, jerkily, he
pulled himself to his feet, shattering the
stillness with the overturning of his chair.
As if to guard against falling, he placed
his hands firmly on the table, then shifted
his stare accusingly from one person to
the other. It required only a few seconds
I suppose, but it seemed interminable before he backed cautiously from the room.
Then, all at once, everyone seemed to
feel the need for conversation, so consequently I did not understand a single initiative remark.
"What a warped personality the man
has," Mrs. Benson resumed.
"If you ask me, he registered genuine
fear," volunteered Mr. Cantrell.
:Fear for that insignificant life of his?
No, I'd say he's suffering from a persecution complex, or whatever the term is
for such cases," Mr. Marshall answered.
"Oh, he's definitely on the edge of insanity, unless he's already slipped over,"
Mrs .Benson said. "It just goes to show
you that one can never be to sure of one's
associates."
With this, they eyed one another cautiously and I slipped quietly from my
chair and left the dining hall. I hurried
up the stairs and started down the dim,
narrow hallway toward my room.
"Miss Seemore !"
I hesitated. Mr. Lowell was standing
in his doorway, nervously glancing
around him. He called to me again, in
a stage whisper. "Miss Seemore, will
you come in here a minute, please? I
must talk to someone."
I walked into his room and he locked
the door behind me.
"I was having a drink," he said, filling
another glass, "and I hope you'll have
one with me."
I waited in silence.
"I must trust someone," he continued.
"My very life depends upon it! To think
that someone in this very house—
"I seem to be the 'big sister' type, Mr.
Lowell. I don't know why people always
enjoy crying on my shoulder. Why
should you trust me?"
"I must trust someone," he repeated,
more to reassure himself than in answer
to my question.
"I've written a letter and I want you to
take it to police headquarters for me. I
can't go—I'd be followed; I can't telephone, I'd be overheard. Please hurry,
Miss Seemore. I'll pay you; I'll do anything you say! Just name it. How much
do you want ?"

"It's freezing outside, Mr. Lowell. And
in this neighborhood—well, I don't particularly relish the thought of going out
alone in the dark."
"Listen, please listen ! You don't see
the danger I'm in. Someone is going to
kill me tonight!"
Recalling the views I had heard downstairs, I suggested, "Maybe it's your imagination. Have you been to a reliable—"
"My imagination! Is this clipping an
illusion, or do you see it as plainly as I
do?"
I saw it clearly enough.

Again, I waited in silence.
"It all started years ago when a friend
of mine asked if he could use my bungalow for an evening. It was a place in the
country which I seldom used, so I naturally agreed without a thought. As time
passed, he came to me more often and
soon was even accompanied by his woman
companion when he stopped by for the
key. Eventually, he grew tired of her and
left town—"In search of greener fields"
as he said. At the time of his leaving I
happened to be financially embarrassed, so
I went to this woman from necessity."
"Blackmail!" I named it.
WIFE OF WEALTHY BUSINESSMAN
"That's putting it rather crudely, Miss
COMMITS SUICIDE
Seemore. She merely paid rent for her
past use of the cottage and stated this in
Woman Is Killed In Leap From
the
papers that she signed.
Eighth-Story Window
"Then one day," he continued, "I re"So you see. Someone is here to kill ceived a note from her informing me that
her husband was out of town and asking
me."
"Maybe it's the landlady," I ventured. me to come to her apartment that evening to settle the account. Maybe you can
"She always has murder in her eyes."
"The landlady be hanged! Miss See- guess—she said she was stopping the paymore, you're not taking the matter seri- ments. There was quite a scene. She
ously. Any way, I've been here for two changed into a wild woman, attacked me
years, and naturally the landlady was here and, well, to make it short, in the strugbefore that. But the boarders come and gle, she fell from the window."
"Did you push her, Mr. Lowell ?" I
go. Not one of them has been here as
interrupted.
long as I have."
"I did not push her and there's no
"I still don't understand how this clipping could mean that something is going evidence to prove such a thing. I was
confused. I left by the backway, joining
to happen to you."
"It's all in the letter. All right, I'll the crowd below. Don't you see? Someone in her family—she had a brother and
tell you if you'll promise to go."
(Continued on next page)
Again, I waited in silence.
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The Spirit, Indeed ...
softened by the too intense heat of the
flames eating it away. Could one of the
flames be extinguished? Which one?
The job at the mill meant food and
clothes, money for books and tuition. And
school ? Days and days of classes meant
nothing more than the cramming of soonto-be-forgotten facts. But there were the
brief, brilliant moments when the pattern
beneath the facts glimmered, faint but
real, a bright star promising finally an explanation of the whole sordid mess, life,
the mess.
I'll be too tired to grasp the star when
the time comes, thought Martha; but then
urgently, this is not sleeping, she remembered. In the darkness she reached for
the box of pills. If she took more than
two, if she took them all, peace, eternal
peace? Sleep, soft-tinted, touched her
body with relaxation and a promise of renewed strength. In a distance, purple
valleys and blue hills rose, and mesmerizing shadows of blue and purple crept
stealthily forward.
Martha's fingers fumbled with the
pills, spilling them over the table and
floor. It would not be fair to the morning to do this thing tonight. Morning
was different. Morning was sunlight and
new waking. She would sleep now, sleep,
oh the gentle, gentle gliding into it.
One Good Turn . . .
standing up to his shoe laces in fried
onions and half way back to the kitchen
on the floor, lay a hamburger. As the
top of the bun flew through the air, it had
tipped over a water glass that now lay
splintered on the almuinum drain board.
Bill was flustered, "My gosh, Chuck,
I didn't mean . . . . "
"Ah, don't worry about it kid. It's
O.K.; there's a mop back in the kitchen."
With this dismissal, everyone went
back to the previous small talk and food.
Everyone, that is, except Mr. Lennahan,
he just stared in unbelieving shock!
"It can't be", he mumbled. "It can't!
It's all in m' imagination. Nothin's really
happened at all." But as he continued to
(20)

stare at the mess on the floor, he knew show, a man can't put his faith in nothin'
no more. Good night to y' gentlemen !"
he was wrong. With the realization of
the catastrophe, Mr. Lennahan began to With that, the door clattered shut behind
feel a growing indignation. This was him.
"I wonder what came over the old
not the natural, exciting mistake of an
man," Chuck said, "Why, he's never carexpert he had waited so long to see, it
ried on like that around here before!"
was a blunder due to mere ignorance! He
"Y' just can't tell about some people;
could contain himself no longer and risthere's
no figgerin"em no matter how
ing stiffly, never taking his eyes off the
hard you try," put in a man at the counter.
unfortunate object of his wrath, Mr.
Mr. Lennahan had turned to his clay
Lennahan's sense of deep injustice began
nose warmer for solace and went stormto make itself known.
ing down the darkened street puffing
"Of all the clumsy, bumble-headed
away vehemently. He had lost some of
idiots, why couldn't you've kept yer mind
his joy in living, but at least for a while
on yer business, y' blitherin' ignoramus ?"
his anger would cover the emptiness.
Heads turned slowly and the reaction
Then, too, Mr. Lennahan was not a man
of everyone present was summed up in
to be stopped for long by a cruel turn of
Chuck's amazed, "Huh ?"
fate, or of a hamburger.
Mr. Lennahan then glared at the expert, not caring that he had become the
center of all attention.
You're Not Welcome Here
"And you, you're no better!" he flared
"Then, I'm not crazy ! Thank God !
at Chuck, "for lettin' this simple-minded,
It was really something making those
thick-skulled, heathen take over yer hamsounds. But what? Dad must have
burger flippin' !"
realized what it was. He reached up and
"Calm down, Mr. Lennahan, it's just
turned the bed-lamp back on, and then I
a hamburger, nothing to get so excited
saw it . . . a large, singular, undaunted
about."
cockroach made his bold way up the
"Just a hamburger is it? Just a hamcrinkly paper drape, six inches from my
burger !" Mr. Lennahan was mad in the
pillow !!!
truest sense of the word. "That shows
how much you know. The whole thing's
ruined now, ruined, and all because of
this, this, this stupid spalpeen!" For
punctuation, Mr. Lennahan slammed
down his cup, then continued unmindful
of the piping hot coffee sloshing over his I shan't be gone long.—You come too."
hand.
(The Aeolian harps should now be
"Why couldn't you've been careful?
strummed
passionately and discordantly
Is that too much to ask ?" His tone had
softened and was now the voice of a dis- the narrator may here utter
a discreet sob
illusioned man.
not to be heard over a hundred feet away)
"Now look, Mr. Lennahan, if you don't
sit down and be a little more quiet, I
Trial and Error ...
might have to ask you to leave, and I
a sister, or more probably her husband—
don't want to do that."
I didn't know any of them—is here in
"So, you'll be askin' me to leave, will
this house to get revenge for something
y'!" It was clear that he was off again,
I didn't do. How they ever found out I
was with her when she fell, I don't know.
so Chuck decided enough was enough.
Someone tried to kill me two years ago
"Mr. Lennahan, you've always been a
and I came here, all the way across the
real good customer and I don't know
country, rather than explain to the police.
what's got into you, but I can't have all
"Now it's too late. If I don't give mythis raving and ranting, somebody's liable
self up, I'll be murdered by a madman.
to call the cops, so if you don't stop, I'm
Quick, take this envelope. All the papers
gonna have to put you out."
are in it—the ones she signed and the
Mr. Lennahan's face drained and his
letter I wrote!"
voice squeeked thinly, Oi'll not be needin'
He stopped suddenly. There was the
yer assistance, Oi've got two good feet to
sound of footsteps in the hall; then an
take me in and out of places and they can
insistent knocking at the door.
take me out of here with no trouble at all,
He looked at me in despair. "Please!
and if yer thinkin' Oi'll ever come back,
don't leave until they're gone!" he
ye kin stop now! Why, not even a selfbegged.
It seemed to take all his strength and
respectin' Orangeman would be caught
will power to move towards the door.
dead in a place like this, and for an
I thrust the letter into my pocket, finOrangeman, that's his best condition!"
gering it nervously. Then silently, deMr. Lennahan stomped to the door,
liberately, I drew out a bottle and emptied
jerked it open and turned back to the
its
contents into his glass.
bewildered group. "This just goes to

The Love Song of
0. Buddi Gotrocks

NOT ONE SINGLE CASE OF THROAT
IRRITATION due Smoitimf FLIPPOS!
Uh huh, these were the findings of Drs. Hyde and Seekyl, bloated specialists, after
a total 25,000,000,0001/4 examinations of 2 white mice who did nothing practically
—for two days.

How Wild Can a Cigarette Be?
Smoke Hippos one day and see

GERTRUDE GHOUL says:
I've smoked Flippos for two
weeks! They're so easy on my
Z zone!

• Listen to "LIFE OR DEATHOQUENCES". Every
Friday at 2:00 A. M. A personalized tombstone given
every week to a lucky victim—plus—a great big, black
package of Flippos.
Don't lose your head, smoke a butt that really hits you.
Keep in mind the famous last words of I. M. Dyne,
"Light My Flippo, Boy!"

ALWAYS SMOKE 142/2424...THEY PETRIFY!

